Your Workflow. Your Choice.

Digital Radiography Options to Fit Your Practice

Sound-Eklin® portable digital radiography systems comprise the broadest portfolio of wireless and wired products in the industry. Whether your practice is ambulatory, hospital-based or mixed, you will find a DR solution that fits right in with your workflow needs.

SPRINT™ AIR
Ultralight DR for Speed and Flexibility

- 18 Pounds, 8 kg
- 11" x 14" Canon CXDI-801C Cesium Wireless Panel
- Battery Powered
- Auto-Sense - Non-Generator Connection Mode
- Up to 4-Hours Continuous Shooting
- Multiple Carrying Options
- Macbook Pro with Retina Display Wireless Laptop
- On-Board eFilm™ DICOM Viewer and Workstation

Mark® 1114cw
Hospital-Based Portable DR for Instant Diagnostic Capabilities

- 17" Industry Standard High-Resolution Touch Screen with Metal Protection Lid
- Auto-Sense - Non-Generator Connection Mode
- 11" x 14" Canon CXDI Cesium Wireless Panel
- 14" x 17" Canon CXDI Cesium Wireless Panel
- Field-Replaceable Electronics Box
- On-Board eFilm™ DICOM Viewer and Workstation
Seamless Wireless Integration from Capture to Cloud

Grab your Sprint™AIR Canon-Powered Ultralight DR off the truck and be set up and shooting in about two minutes with Sound-Eklin’s® most streamlined equine digital radiography workflow ever. With Sprint™AIR we raised the bar even higher! 100% wireless system features the latest technologies:

- Canon DR’s exceptional image capture with auto-sense, Macbook Pro’s amazing retina display and flash architecture and storage, all flowing from capture to cloud to review. The Sound-Eklin® Sprint™AIR is designed to be reliable, fast and flexible. Your increased productivity allows greater focus on your patient, which always supports a stronger bottom line.

Sprint™AIR is designed to take the weight off your shoulders and support the daily challenges of your mobile equine veterinary practice.

Performance

With the fewest possible moving parts, Sprint™AIR is efficient and durable. But guess what’s missing? No sync cables. Canon’s latest auto-sense - non-generator connection mode is a major medical advance, now available horse-side.

Packaged in a tough ballistic nylon pack

Sprint™AIR can run on battery power for a typical full day’s work and plug in for those endless days.

Powerful

With the legendary Canon reliability, Sprint™AIR integrates the latest technology with industry standard image quality in a powerful, go anywhere, image anything platform

Productive

Work anywhere, stow anywhere. Sprint™AIR is a productive and profitable asset in your practice.

Complete Wireless

The Canon CXDI-801C lightweight, wireless DR panel features auto-sense — non-generator connection mode.

Flexible

The remote laptop for image acquisition and review works off battery or can plug-in providing a new level of flexibility in workflow.

Protocol

Sound-Eklin® veterinary optimized algorithms and protocols

Ultralight

- 18 pounds (8 kg) self-contained, including DR panel
- Several panel holder options
- Easy transport. Multiple carrying options

Completely Wireless

- 18 pounds (8 kg) self-contained, including DR panel
- Several panel holder options
- Easy transport. Multiple carrying options